
Abortion Before Conception

Postpandemic is not pandemic and definitely not
prepandemic. You never step into the "same river"
of experience twice but maybe the continuous
sequence of events is different than we want to
think or believe. Banks limit the flow of the river
only to push the flow further down and that same
river needs different banks to flow.

My first hypothesis is that the experience of a
person could be a result of an experience preceding
the conscious one. Such consciousness of the
individual could be a way to avoid something
important from preceding subjectivity. If one seeks
continuity of the self, the unconscious will sooner
or later appear again, further reversing the order
of the perceived world and the relationships in it.
Then it seems that particular catastrophes could be
a trick of mind of an oblivious self-centered
individual.

Maybe the awareness produced by an experience of a
single person serves to avoid previous awareness
produced by not only a single person, and of what
may have happened in that lost period. But this is
the way one steps into same river again and again -
from different banks. Such a lucid soul experience
is

...( NOT( NOT(0)))… experience.

Maybe it is not avoided after the consciously
avoided event because then it is totally
unaccesible. These frequent avoidances produce
repetition of quasi-our-own horror experience. As



if the future is being created by avoiding the
past. That may be a very definite element of any
future.

The time disorientation is important here. Is the
linearity of time pre-traumatic, traumatic or post-
traumatic? Is it natural or – more likely - is it
falsely imposed on experience by domination and
forceful deception of rationalistic principles? �I
would speculate that the order is principally
reversed: the significant traumatic event follows
the previous avoidance. This avoidance and
following event only further obscure an already
avoided unconscious preceding experience.

Maybe avoidance is way of noticing only what we
already remember… maybe we can observe such
remembrance better through the void of its absence
and by means of individual perspective with its
anxieties and despairs as embodied certainty of
future re-occurence. And exactly this disturbing
void presence of absence might be the most shocking
aspect of it: it already happened before the
present perspective of the affected person existed.

Unknown origin - what it might be?

Second part of my hypothesis is that the way by
which it is avoided (or what is avoided) is maybe
not just death (of the subject). Where is the
avoidance coming from? I am considering this from
material and relational position and totally
godless perspective.

Back to the question of the origin of the
avoidance. It is a question of lost continuity,



impossible wholeness as abyss-less integrity and
consciously never experienced experience of only a
single person.

Lost connection? Maybe connection is the beginning
of avoidance before connection. So we must go back
in time, somewhere before the connection of the
self with the Other. Paradoxically it must have
happened before but the connection starts only
after as an attempt to avoid it. Disconnection, or
the Other situated before the self, comes to mind
as a possible origin. It might be discontinuity –
the difference and the infinity of finity of such a
relation.

Metaphorical Abysses.

It seems unbearably hurtful when there is no one or
when there is one separating two and those ones are
abysses.


